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 ENGLISH    

1. The synonym of the word COVENANT 

(A) Perplex    (B) Bully   (C) Brave   (D) Entice  

2. The antonym of the word  DENSE 

(A) scarce   (B) slim   (C) sparse  (D) lean 

3. Choose the option that provides correctly spelled word  

(A) Commotion   (B) Comootion  (C) Comission  (D) Commision 

4. Choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence. 

Words written on a tomb 

(A) Epithet   (B) Epigraph  (C) Soliloquy  (d) Epitaph 

5. Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the given Idiom/ Phrase. 

To fight tooth and nail 

(A) to fight a losing battle    (B) to oppose resolutely 

(C) to have a physical fight    (D) to lodge a formal protest 

6. Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the underlined Idiom/ Phrase. 

We have appealed to him again and again there is no use flogging a dead horse now. 

(A) repeating our request    (B) making him see reason 

(C) beating about the bush    (D) wasting time in useless effort 

7. A ______ of cavalry. (Fill in the blank with a suitable collective noun)  

(A) group   (B) bevy   (C) squadron   (D) march  

8. Instead of firing ___ the thief, the police fired_____ the mob. (Fill in the blank with a suitable 

preposition)  

(A) on, on    (B) on, at   (C) at, upon   (D) upon, at  

9. The police has been accused _____ connivance_______ the criminals. (Fill in the blank with a 

suitable preposition)  

(A) For, at    (B) For, with   (C) Of, with   (D) With, in  

10. The meaning of “Brag book” is  

(A) a catalogue       (B) a photo album   

(C) an itinerary     (D) a daily progress report 

11. The meaning of ‘Look up to” 

(A) to show respect  (B) to stare    (C) To consider   (D) To appear suitable  
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12. We __________ that  we can achieve things slowly and gradually, not overnight. 

(Fill in the blank with suitable modal verb)  

(A) would know  (B) had to know   (C) must know   (D) have to know  

13. I've seen ____ of his work to know that he's ready for a promotion. 

(A)  a number  (B)  both  (C)  several  (D) enough 

14. A colleague of ____ has lent us ____ holiday cottage for a week. (fill in the blank with  suitable 

pronouns) 

(A)  him / her  (B) mine / his  (C) theirs / its  (D) our / their 

15. He stayed at home because he ____a cold. (Fill in the blanks with suitable tense). 

(A) Is having  (B) Has    (C) Was having  (D) Had 

 

ANSWER KEYS  

1 C 9 C 

2 C 10 B 

3 A 11 A 

4 D 12 C 

5 B 13 D 

6 D 14 B 

7 C 15 D 

8 C 

   

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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